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In the wake of recent events, many people are looking for ways to show
their solidarity with BIPOCs (Black, Indigenous, and People of Color). It is
important to remember that allyship is not just about making a statement,
but about taking action to create real change.

If you want to be an ally to BIPOCs, here are five easy steps you can
follow:

1. Understand and challenge systemic racism

The first step to allyship is to understand the systemic racism that BIPOCs
face on a daily basis. This means understanding how racism is embedded
in our institutions, policies, and culture.

Here are some resources to help you understand systemic racism:

What is Systemic Racism?

Systemic Racism: A Hidden Threat to U.S. Democracy

Fighting Systemic Racism

2. Listen to BIPOCs

One of the best ways to learn about the experiences of BIPOCs is to listen
to them. This means listening to their stories, their perspectives, and their
concerns.

Here are some ways to listen to BIPOCs:

Read books and articles written by BIPOC authors.

Listen to podcasts and watch videos by BIPOC creators.



Attend events and workshops led by BIPOC speakers.

Follow BIPOC activists and organizations on social media.

3. Educate yourself

In addition to listening to BIPOCs, it is also important to educate yourself
about the history of racism in the United States.

Here are some resources to help you educate yourself:

A History of Racism in America

White Supremacy

The Civil Rights Movement

4. Take action

Once you have educated yourself, it is time to take action. This means
supporting BIPOC-led organizations, speaking out against racism, and
challenging racist policies.

Here are some ways to take action:

Donate to BIPOC-led organizations.

Attend protests and rallies against racism.

Write to your elected officials and demand that they take action to
address racism.

Call out racist behavior when you see it.

5. Be an ongoing ally



Allyship is not a one-time thing. It is an ongoing commitment to fighting
racism and supporting BIPOCs.

Here are some ways to be an ongoing ally:

Continue to educate yourself about racism.

Listen to the experiences of BIPOCs.

Support BIPOC-led organizations.

Speak out against racism.

Be an ally to BIPOCs in your everyday life.

By following these five steps, you can become a valuable ally to BIPOCs in
the fight for racial justice.
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